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About This Game

A true test your wits and spatial reasoning.

The goal of the game is simple: forge a path for your convoy of trucks to reach its destination, but obtaining your goal often
requires a mix of smart resource allocation, clever route planning, and strategic thinking. Your AI and human enemies will try to

stop your progress with routes of their own.

DETOUR sports endless amounts of unique strategies, Adaptive AI opponents, 5 distinct modes of play, dozens of singleplayer
maps, unlockables, online play, an epic soundtrack, and much, much more!
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EDIT: I returned to the game after the "Deluxe" upgrade. Although the developers did add a couple more levels (effectively
tripling the content), there is still very little gameplay overall. The two new levels have only minor differences from the original.
And all the "new characters" they added are nothing more than pixel-swaps - they all move and play in exactly the same way.

Basically, I would say that if you have a strong fondness for early-to-mid-80s arcade games but wish they were a lot more
difficult, you might like Woah Dave. Even then though, I think $5 is too much for what you are getting here.

The music is still the best part of the game, by a wide margin.

My original review is below, though it's mostly obsolete now:

Even at $5, this is one of the biggest ripoffs on Steam. There is only one stage and one game mode. After 5 minutes of playtime,
you have seen virtually everything the game has to offer. I paid $1 for it on sale, and I still feel like it was a waste of money. I
can't remember the last time I played a freeware game that was so limited in scope.

People say it's an arcade game, so it's supposed to be simple, but even arcade games have multiple stages, particularly games like
Joust or Mario Bros., which are Woah Dave's closest relatives, gameplay-wise. Those two games are 30-plus years old now, and
they both have far greater ambition and longevity than this one. I would be seriously astonished if the total development time was
more than 4 hours, including art and music.

(Incidentally, the music is the best aspect by far. I wish they had included a full-length mix that we could listen to outside of the
game.)

Even a basic level editor would've helped a lot, or some other kind of customization options, but there's nothing.. you run around in
a maze like a idiot. This was definitely not worth the price. It does not add or change anything that alters any of the gameplay. This
is would have served better as content patch than DLC. Hopefully the developers take this money and develop something worth
buying and not another patch disguised as a DLC.. I cannot find big difference from civ series..
but it was playable - I would rather play in small size than bigger size map. It's too repetitive if I play it in bigger size map.
waiting for progression. This is a very cool medieval fantasy game that I personally quite enjoy. It has a decent amount of
weapons, armour and enemies, with quite an interesting base building system. I would recommend this game to those of you who
desire a unique style medieval fantasy experience.. Very fun platformer with a amazing level editor.

The developer is very responsive, and seemed focused on making everything better... Easy to learn, hard to master. Plus a great
soundtrack.. Omg this game has huge loads of potential to become one of the very best Round based tactical games on steam !!

The game takes place in world war 2, already got my heart for that. Graphics are very soft and smooth, very well optmised and
you don't need a beast computer to run this, all looks great from colors to nice reflection effects to animations.

The music is great too and the audio effects (guns etc) sound TOP NOTCH !!

I really recommend this game if ur a hard fan of world war 2 games, and love tactical games especially, the game is multiplayer so
its really fun and u need to communicate with ur team in order to win the battle.

Hope they add : trading cards, more maps, more guns and in general tons of more content, this game is going to become a reference
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on steam i feel it coming !!!

Ok now time to go play another battle, cya on the battlefield soldier !!!
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Repetitive and most of your time is just running between objectives. Game can be confusing and unintuitive at times. Not bad
deal for a sale... I do not recommend full price for this title.. Quite a nice climatic game to play on a rainy night. It is an old
school adventure (point and click) game but it acts more like telling a story while most puzzles feel like a check if you follow
the plot. Still it may hook you for long hours just to see what happens next. Sad thing is that this game is supposed to be part 1
and ends with a cliffhanger. (Was Oscar really left forever tied under the table? Haha... But it is enough for spoilers.)
Unfortunately part 2 is not on the horizon yet but still remains a possibility according to some information on the forum.
Nevertheless the part 1 is still worth going through and it is about 14 hours of a film noir style story without counting time being
stuck on puzzles.. 1001 Spikes a.k.a. Aban Hawkins vs. Shootface McHateYou.

This is not a game for the faint of heart or the buttery of fingers. It's a difficult puzzle platformer that requires more quick
reflexes than analytical thinking, those there's plenty in this game to test both.

This game is painfully fair as well. There's really only one stage in the game that feels like a crapshoot, and that comes near the
end of the postgame. The rest, if you die, it's because you haven't figured out the level yet.

There are plenty of different characters to check out once you've beaten the main game with the main character, as well as other
game modes to explore. You definitely get your money's worth.

If you enjoy difficult games, puzzle platformers or getting sniped repeatedly by wall statues, this game is for you..
Recommended for fans of the base game that want more Project Highrise. Adds a handful of new content, including two
scenarios--I spent 10 hours total getting gold medals in the Terminal Temptations & Stratified Success scenarios. I enjoyed my
time playing this DLC and felt like I got more than my money's worth of content.. Text chat and more social features for online
please!
(Who is "sloppy steve bannon"?. If you are looking for a mind numbing match game with a hint of rpg, lots of bad grammar,
and lack of options as far as sound (has a few bugs too) then this is a game for you, not bad for a 2-5 dollar pickup but not worth
the full price.

DETOUR Daily Deal! 66% off!:
DETOUR is the daily Steam deal today!

Spread the word, tell your friends!

And remind us to update this sooner!

<3 Thanks for all the support, and a huge thanks to everyone who is playing DETOUR!. Message from Zag:
Hey, DETOUR players!

(All four of you.)

We made this game a long time ago. I was around 18 or 19 when this released, and I'm 28 now. The game changed hands once
for about a 2 year period (it wasn't making money, and another company wanted to see if they could get some dollars out of it --
so I said sure!)

Anyway, it's back in my possession, and it's all back to where it was in term of weird store stuff and endless giveaways.

If you want to pick it up, it's fun, but there's no official support for the game's future. Maybe I'll make a sequel one day! It has
some really unique gameplay, and I'm glad we got a chance to create it.

If you have any questions about the game, hit me up.

As for now, I'm working on Unfortunate Spacemen, on Steam, so follow my new stuff I'm doing on twitter; @geoffkeene or 
@UnfortSpacemen for the new game.

HONK HONK.
- Zag. DETOUR v1.2 patch and MORE!:
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We haven't updated our Steam group, so... Let's do it! Here's the latest news n' happenings!

DETOUR v1.2 patch notes of patching
Truck themes and achievements added!
<a>http://www.sandswept.net/archives/1247[/url]

(Old) DETOUR v1.1 patch notes
<a>http://www.sandswept.net/archives/1226[/url]

We'd love to see more faces over at Sandswept.net! Join up on our forums! It's quick, painless, and there's plenty of discussion
to go about! And if there isn't, make some!

<a>http://www.sandswept.net/forums/[/url]

Big thank you to every one who has picked up and enjoyed DETOUR! You rock!

Pardon Our Dust!
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